Segmentation of MRI scans is a critical part of the workflow process before we can further analyze neuroimaging data. Although there are several automatic tools for segmentation, no segmentation software is perfectly accurate, and manual correction by visually inspecting the segmentation errors is required. The process of correcting these errors is tedious and time-consuming, so we present a novel method of performing this task in a head-mounted virtual reality interactive system with a new software, Virtual Brain Segmenter (VBS). We provide the results of user testing on 30 volunteers to show the benefits of our tool as a more efficient, intuitive, and engaging alternative compared with the current method of correcting segmentation errors.
Introduction
Segmentation of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans into labeled anatomical regions is a crucial aspect of the neuroimaging workflow. The goal of segmentation is to algorithmically divide MRI voxels into brain or non-brain tissues, specific tissue types, including gray and white matter, or specific neural structures, e.g., hippocampus [17] . This allows neuroimaging researchers to examine individual structures within the cerebral cortex and compute volumetric analysis. Manual segmentation is widely considered the Bgold standard^for segmentation [20] , but is time-consuming to learn and complete, requires considerable expertise in neuroanatomy and MRI, and can lead to intervariability and intra-variability if segmenters do not follow consistent protocols [14] . Thus, automatic segmentation software has been developed to process images more quickly with greater consistency.
One such software is FreeSurfer [9] , an open source software package developed by the Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging that is used for the creation of computerized 3D models of the brain derived from MRI scans (https:// surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). FreeSurfer's segmentation algorithm first distinguishes cortical white and gray matter and then the resulting image is segmented using a Markov random field model and surface-based atlas [9] . We chose to focus on FreeSurfer because it is the most widely used automatic software for segmentation, as it shows a stronger correlation to hand-tracing than other automated segmentation programs, including FSL-FIRST [19] . However, it is still imprecise, requiring users to correct errors manually in individual MRI slices.
improved segmentation of the hippocampus by 2-6% by devising a hybrid algorithm that incorporated probabilistic atlases and anatomical landmarks [5] . Another method improved automatic segmentation errors by incorporating a wrapper method, which learned patterns of systematic errors that could be applied to new images, producing 72% fewer errors than with FreeSurfer alone [28] . These methods, among others [29, 33, 34] , have introduced computational analysis to better classify different tissues as well as detect and remove mislabeled partial volume voxels.
Motivations
Although these methods of intervention have improved FreeSurfer's segmentation, manual intervention is still required to ensure precision and accuracy. Though many researchers are familiar with volumetric segmentation, the repetitive and unengaging task is often assigned to lab newcomers, such as undergraduate researchers. Our lab has invested significant resources in training student researchers to complete error correction via manual segmentation in FreeSurfer, but we have experienced high turnover due to the unengaging and timeconsuming nature of the task. Training has become a constant concern and strain on experts in the field. Developing a more efficient and engaging segmentation correction process may decrease the time required to correct each brain and simultaneously improve research assistant retention; it may even increase the number of students, researchers, and potentially nonexperts willing and able to complete the task.
In this study, we present Virtual Brain Segmenter (VBS), a novel tool that utilizes virtual reality (VR) as an innovative, userfriendly interface for correcting images. If VR better represents the 3D structure of MRI data than traditional 2D computer interfaces, VBS may be more intuitive to users and lessen the burden of training novices in a field that experiences high turnover.
Benefits of Virtual Reality
Virtual reality has proven to be an effective research tool in many medical domains, including cognitive behavioral therapy to treat social anxiety disorder [13] and claustrophobia reduction for patients in MRI scans [12] , and as an instructional tool to teach human anatomy [8] .
We have utilized VR over other methods because it allows users to make detailed observations in naturalistic navigation. Users can walk through multiple slices of MRI at a time, reorient the image by turning their heads or walking around, and grab the image to bring it closer or farther away, providing an immersive experience that extends beyond the capabilities offered by typical cursor interaction. Rather than scrolling and zooming in a traditional 2D environment, VR offers users a 360-degree view of each voxel, simplifying the process to determine which voxels comprise specific neural structures. VR provides depth information, which can help users detect subtle errors by providing contextual 3D information that is not present in 2D interfaces [4] . In addition, VR's immersive environment removes peripheral visual stimuli, which helps people to remain engaged in the task by reducing distractions [30] . This 3D analysis may be especially helpful in correcting complex errors that are more challenging to discern in a 2D environment.
Manual correction is required in a variety of neural regions, most commonly along the borders of neural and non-neural tissues. In order to address the effectiveness of VBS as a correctional tool while minimizing the duration of the explanatory and experimental trials, a small region of interest was chosen. One specific error that FreeSurfer consistently produces is labeling the optic nerve as brain tissue instead of nerve tissue. This error tends to be more easily visible to a non-expert compared with more nuanced regions, such as the basal ganglia, so novices commonly learn to make segmentation corrections on the optic nerve before mastering more complex regions. Since it is approachable for novice users, the optic nerve was chosen as the region of interest for this study. If this method proves to be efficient and effective for correcting segmentation errors on the optic nerve, as seen in Figs. 1 and 2 , further studies may be conducted in other regions where segmentation is flawed.
Immersive virtual reality is an important element of VR applications that we have implemented in VBS. Immersive VR, a perception of being physically present in a nonphysical world, has shown to be more powerful and more tuned to the human sensorium in comparison to the traditional interaction with desktop computers [26] . Immersive VR not only outperforms desktops but also provides the user with a better understanding of the visualization [2] .
Recent advancements in technology have led to the HTC Vive, an advanced immersive VR system that has a headmounted display with 2160 × 1200 pixel resolution, 110-degree field of view, a 15 ft. × 15 ft. tracking area, and a 90 Hz refresh rate, making it ideal for this experiment.
The overarching goal of this investigation is to test whether FreeSurfer or VBS is a more time-efficient and accurate correctional process, effectively exploring if VR could be a viable tool in neural segmentation. In this study, we have two main objectives. First, we test the efficiency and accuracy of segmentation error correction on the optic nerve that arise from FreeSurfer's automated processing. Accuracy of the intervention is calculated against a corrected baseline that is verified by each member of the research team. The second objective of this experiment is to gauge the user's preference between the standard correction procedure in FreeSurfer and VBS. User preference is assessed through a brief survey, which participants complete after correcting segmentation errors on the optic nerve using both tools.
System
The Unity game engine [31] was chosen for development with the HTC Vive as the target release platform. An iterative development strategy was chosen where research, design, implementation, and feedback loops informed the content of subsequent iterations.
As MRI data are recorded in a voxel-based manner, our team's first step was to integrate an I/O library for the NIfTI-1 (Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative) file format. The data layer is represented internally as a 3D array of scalar values between 0 and 255. Look up tables (LUTs) are used to associate scalar values recorded in an MRI's voxels with RGB color values. Various LUTs are often employed to provide optimal perceptual differences relative to the task at hand. For example, a LUT that colors most of the optic nerve purple and gray matter green enables improved boundary detection as compared with typical grayscale.
In order to remain data and LUT agnostic, our team implemented a system through which MRI files and the LUTs on which they rely are described in a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) file; these resources are loaded dynamically at runtime. Using this approach, we can load and display any MRI file that uses the NIfTI-1 format with any LUT the user chooses to apply. This provides potential utility for the tool outside of its intended scope.
In developing the VR-based volume editing software, several computational challenges required special attention. Our MRI data, which is a typical acquisition size, is 256 voxels per axis, totaling 16,777,216 data points. Despite our development machines' excellent hardware for rendering high-end real-time graphics (i7-6800k CPU, GTX 1080 GPU), our dataset's size and the eventual need for computationally expensive rendering (i.e., transparency) required that we take into account our design decisions' impact on frame rate. Our goal was to develop a visualization and interaction model that enabled rapid identification of voxels associated with the optic nerve, and a precise, ergonomic way to eliminate them using the HTC Vive's input device.
To increase the efficiency of the segmentation task, we aimed to provide an interactive 3D view into the interior of the brain, which enables accurate editing of the data faster than FreeSurfer's single-layer approach. In order to view multiple layers (i.e., scan slices), we first created a single layer of 256 × 256 cubes to represent the data for that layer. Each cube was scaled down by approximately 60%, creating gaps between cubes and allowing the user to see behind the current layer. We then created six additional layers behind this layer, gradually increasing the scale of the cubes so that the viewer can no longer see between or behind the seventh layer. This enables the user to effectively view several 3D layers simultaneously, which is a vast improvement when editing 3D data. The inclusion of a pial surface mesh (the boundary between the brain and cerebrospinal fluid) illustrated in yellow in Fig. 3 also acts as a visual aid for identifying non-cortical structures. Fig. 2 The figure on the left shows the cerebral tissue after FreeSurfer's initial segmentation, and the figure on the right shows the manually corrected cerebral tissue. In this view, the coloring scheme represents different intensities to code for various tissue types, i.e., gray vs. white matter. This color scheme better represents differences in tissue types, especially to non-experts, than a grayscale color scheme Fig. 1 The blue region in the 3D rendering of the brain on the left is the portion of the optic nerve that is incorrectly included in FreeSurfer's segmentation, and the brain on the right shows that portion of the optic nerve removed Participants have several options to orient themselves in the immersive environment. Head movements shift the visual frame of reference to face the head's changing orientation. Users can also physically walk through the 15 ft. × 15 ft. tracking area to walk through the interior of the brain. Zooming features allow for the traditional expand and contract visuals mimicked in on-screen computer softwares.
Interactivity is achieved via two Vive controllers, each held in one hand. One controller allows users to scroll through the layers dynamically and move the entire volume's position; the second controller or Bwand^is topped with a red sphere that turns voxel cubes white to mark them for removal. As the wand is moved forward by the user in space, the foreground layers fade away, allowing the user to view and edit the layers clearly in the background. This editing process can be completed with a single gross motor motion of the controller.
User Study
To test the effectiveness of VBS, a within-subject design experiment was conducted. Participants were exposed to two treatment options, segmentation correction via FreeSurfer and VBS, to evaluate the effectiveness of our novel interface compared with the widely used and well-regarded visualization software.
Thirty participants over the age of 18 participated in the study. Participants either voluntarily responded to flyers posted around campus or were recruited via word of mouth. They received no compensation for their participation. Participants had no prior experience with FreeSurfer or VBS, although some had prior exposure to VR as an entertainment device. We chose to test our system with participants inexperienced with segmentation both to eliminate training bias and because our goal is to develop a protocol that requires a less intensive training regimen that is needed to master segmentation error correction in FreeSurfer.
Experimental Design
As both error correction methods require background information and instructions for operating the hardware and software, participants were given 5 min to read an introductory handout that described the purpose of this study and their objective: to manually remove the optic nerve from segmented data that mischaracterized the optic nerve as brain tissue rather than nerve tissue. The handout also included specific guidelines on how to operate each treatment protocol, including screen captures of each treatment visualization and descriptions of relevant buttons and their functions. Treatment A utilized the software FreeView, a widely used FreeSurfer visualization tool, through which users manually correct neural segmented volumes via a typical 2D screen and mouse interface. All participants completed treatment A using a 13-in. MacBook Air and trackpad interface, the standard model used by research assistants for this task. Treatment B utilized VBS, our VR tool designed to provide the same capabilities of manual volume correction in a 3D immersive environment via the HTC Vive VR hardware.
After reading the introductory handout, 15 participants were assigned to begin with treatment A and 15 with treatment B. In both treatments, subjects were notified that their objective was to complete segmentation error corrections on the optic nerve in the image presented in the fastest and most precise way possible. They were also notified that they could stop the experiment at any time; participation was voluntary and participants' consent was obtained before each phase of the experiment began.
For each treatment, participants were given a 5-min demonstration of FreeSurfer and VBS to familiarize themselves with the software's interface. They were also given a 5-min period to practice identifying the optic nerve and removing relevant voxels under the guidance of an experimenter. Once the instruction and practice periods were complete, a timed trial began. All participants began both trials seeing the data from a fully zoomed out viewpoint, positioned at the point in the volume corresponding with the first layer where the optic nerve is visible. When timing began, participants used the cursor or remote to select voxels they thought should be removed from segmentation. Timing concluded when the participant verbally signaled completion of the task.
Results in both treatments were judged by comparing the voxels participants selected for removal to a key of correct voxels completed by an expert and verified by each investigator. To evaluate participant performance in VBS, we defined criteria to determine true positives (TP), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) against the perfectly corrected baseline. TPs exist where the participant correctly deleted voxels that were also deleted in the baseline. If a participant failed to delete a voxel that was deleted in the baseline, it is considered a FP. If a participant deleted a voxel that was not erased in the baseline, it is considered a FN. These values are calculated through arithmetic analysis in the National Institute for Mental Health's Analysis of Functional NeuroImaging (AFNI) programs. The 3dcalc program in AFNI allows for voxel-by-voxel comparison of datasets, allowing us to compare the participants' voxel transformations with those in the baseline. Once these values are obtained using AFNI, we calculated sensitivity (TP/(TP + FN)) and precision (TP/(TP + FP)) for each participant.
After completing both treatments, participants were asked to fill out an anonymous four-question survey. The survey included a question to indicate which of the two treatments the participant preferred as well as three free-response questions inviting participants to offer suggestions to improve both methods of correcting segmentation errors and the experiment as a whole.
Results
The average time for participants to complete treatment A was 231.86 (SD = 73.46) seconds, and the average time for participants to complete treatment B was 163.81 (SD = 75.04) seconds (Fig. 4) . On average, participants completed treatment B 68.05 s faster. A paired t test was conducted on the results, producing a value of t = 4.1544 (n = 30, df = 29). From the two-tailed distribution, we calculated p = 0.0002627, indicating that completing the task with VBS was significantly faster than using FreeSurfer.
Participants were able to remove the optic nerve 68 s faster using VBS than using FreeSurfer (p < 0.001, highly statistically significant). Individual results can be seen in Table 1 . Participants completed the VBS task with a mean precision of 0.85 (SD = 0.107) and sensitivity of 0.86 (SD = 0.118). Ganz et al. demonstrated that non-experts manually correct errors in FreeSurfer with a mean sensitivity of 82% and precision of 42% [11] , so our results suggest that non-experts may be able to complete similar corrections with 4% higher sensitivity and 43% higher precision in VBS. Because we chose a region of interest that comprises only 69 voxels out of the 16,777,216 voxel grid, we did not calculate accuracy and specificity values; the large number of true negatives would have skewed the values to be very high. While our task was to edit a small portion of the brain, users had the ability to edit the entire volume, resulting in the true-negative being largely non-meaningful.
Of the 30 individuals who participated in the experiment, 28 completed the follow-up survey. All participants wrote that they preferred correcting the images using VBS over FreeSurfer. Many participants explained that the novelty of the VBS experience made it more exciting and fun; some wrote that it made the task feel more like a game.
In addition to increased enjoyment, 10 participants also specifically stated that VBS was more intuitive or easier to interact with than the FreeSurfer interface, even having never used a VR headset before. One participant specifically noted that the error correction was Bmore intuitive with 3D modules^that were Bclearly provided by the VR environment,^supporting our hypothesis that the 3D environment provided by VR (specifically the HTC Vive, which allows for movement and motion) may better lend itself to analysis of 3D structures, such as the brain.
In the survey, participants were encouraged to provide specific feedback as to how each treatment could be improved. With regard to FreeSurfer, six participants noted that treatment A may have been improved by allowing participants to use another input mechanism, such as a touch screen device or a device that utilizes a pen stylus (i.e., a Wacom tablet) rather than the MacBook Air's built-in trackpad. Two participants also stated that they had no suggestions for improvements to the FreeSurfer program, because the system is Boutdated,^and the only way to assuage its tediousness would be to incentivize precise and fast completion with rewards.
Participants offered fewer criticisms about treatment B but did indicate several changes that could be made to improve VBS. Five participants suggested that we gamify the voxel deletion through the incorporation of sound effects and a scoreboard to make the process more time-incentivizing and entertaining. Other suggested improvements included reversing the up/down command buttons to coincide with the direction of slice progression, adding outlines around voxels to see their partitioning more clearly, and introducing an undo voxel deletion option (rather than a global undo button). Six participants complained that the visuals were slightly blurry, although it is likely that this resulted from the headset being improperly situated. Three participants listed only one criticism: they wished they had more than 5 min to practice in the VR environment.
Discussion
This study demonstrates the feasibility of using VR as a correctional tool for errors that arise from automated segmentation and how spatial immersion enables users to correct segmentation errors quickly and accurately. These results were obtained during participants' first attempts at removing the optic nerve; we hypothesize that results would have improved had we also recorded trials for a second, third, or fourth attempt. With treatment B averaging more than 1 min faster than treatment A in this initial trial, we see this tool as potentially quite useful for correcting automated segmentation errors more effectively than a typical 2D screen/cursor interface, especially with further improvements to the functionality.
Computationally, our cube-layers-based approach with spacing in between cubes is expensive, but interactive frame rates are still maintained. The HTC Vive also boasts higher resolution than other VR systems, so the images that it produces appear clearer to participants. This is an important aspect with regard to this study since participants are expected to erase individual voxels with precision.
From a usability perspective, the ability to walk within a defined boundary may make the HTC Vive the most suitable VR headset over competitors, such as the Oculus Rift. The ability to move around promotes an active, standing posture (although the task could be completed sitting down as well). For long periods of segmentation, a standing posture is beneficial, as it has been shown that workstations that support nonseated positioning (i.e., standing desks) reduce upper back/ neck pain and improve mood states [21] . Arm fatigue was not found to be a significant issue; users employed gross motor skills followed by frequent resting rather than continuously elevating their arms.
Additionally, the fact that the method was preferred by many participants for its entertainment component indicates that VBS may be a more engaging method of segmentation error correction. This could have positive implications in terms of recruiting and retaining correction specialists, especially if we expand the project to include features that gamify VBS.
In discussions with participants after the completion of the experiment, some noted that gamifying the experience could improve motivation and make the task seem less tedious than it may be in the designed interface. However, it should be noted that performance could decrease if participants are more concerned with time than precision.
Several games have emerged over the past few years as popular tools for crowdsourcing various tasks to combat the time-intensive nature of different pre-processing or basic analysis steps on massive datasets. Some examples of these are FoldIt for protein structure prediction [6] , EyeWire for mapping 3D neurons in a retina [15, 18 , and EteRNA for designing RNA sequences that fold into a target shape [7, 22] . The FoldIt game resulted in the publication of a highly influential journal paper [6] with over 57,000 players as co-authors.
A recent study assessed whether utilizing non-experts was a feasible strategy to correct errors that arise from automatic processing of MR cortical surfaces [11] . Images were first processed using FreeSurfer then corrected by the crowd (found via the crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk); users were asked to draw boxes around all errors detected. The results showed that the task could be completed quickly by non-experts with a mean sensitivity of 82% and precision of 42%. The study emphasized that this method would be useful to minimize segmentation experts' work to focus only on error correction while error detection could be completed by the crowd [11] .
These projects emphasize the significant role that carefully engineered games can play in processing useful scientific data. We hope this study will be the beginning of a multi-stage project to create a gamified virtual reality program that can be utilized by a crowd to correct segmentation errors. With this as our long-term goal, we completed this study to first explore how feasible it is to utilize VR as a correctional tool.
Correcting segmentation errors has been an important area of interest in neuroimaging for several decades, but despite significant research efforts, automated segmentation protocols are still imprecise and inaccurate. Developing efficient segmentation correction methods could aid volumetric analysis of structures implicated in neurological disorders. Hippocampal atrophy has been reported as an early biomarker for Alzheimer's disease, fronto-temporal dementia, and semantic dementia [27] , suggesting that accurate volumetric analysis could support early diagnosis and intervention. Similarly, accurate localization and quantification of gliomas and glioblastomas, which can be difficult due to diffuse structure and diverse presentation, could improve diagnostics and treatment plans [16] . Accurate segmentation could have far-reaching benefits in neuroscience, spanning from research in development and cognitive processes to degenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's disease, autism spectrum disorder, and epilepsy.
Future Work
In the next phase of this project, we aim to make specific improvements to VBS's software. Some of these improvements were minor suggestions made in the user surveys: reversing the up/down command keys to coincide with the direction of slice progression, adjusting the brush size, and modifying the undo voxel deletion tool. We also plan to include a training phase in which participants are provided with active feedback regarding the accuracy of their segmentation corrections. This could act as a periodic quality assurance test by utilizing previously corrected scans; it could also offer more training and familiarization for non-neuroscience trained users.
Once we implement these additional features, we intend to gamify the program, emulating other projects, such as FoldIt and EyeWire. We plan to begin by adding sound effects and a scorekeeping system. If this successfully engages a non-expert audience, we may then explore methods to transform the interface into a different environment altogether (i.e., users would move through a natural scene that is more familiar than the brain to non-experts). With any modification, we hope to make the software visually interesting, engaging, and accessible to a wide audience.
Once modifications are made, we plan to share the software publicly and utilize a crowdsourcing platform for users to correct segmentation errors, which has been shown to be successful in other domains [23, 25, 32] . The software is compatible with a variety of VR platforms so that the maximum number of users would have access. Ideally, once crowdsourced, we would obtain a very large dataset encompassing manual corrections, which would enable a wide variety of improvements and techniques. For example, we could optimally tune inter-rater reliability and guide error-prone users to tutorials that address the particular mistakes they may make. Furthermore, machine learning techniques could be trained through these manual corrections to provide improvements to the automated segmentation processes.
